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IS generally recognised that the flexibility of firms' production will
influence the nature of competition in an industry. For example, where
productionis very inflexiblethe Cournotoutcome seems most appropriate:
the Bertrand outcome, however, depends on production being perfectly
flexible. The model presented makes both the firms'cost structure(flexibility of production) and the nature of competition endogenous, and thus
providesa frameworkin which both elements of industrialstructureand the
conduct of firms are explained. We combine two ideas in the recent
literatureon oligopoly theory: models of strategicinvestment(Branderand
Spencer (1983), Dixon (1985), Eaton and Grossman(1984), Yarrow (1985)
inter alia) and notions of the consistencyof conjectures(Bresnehan (1981)
in particular).The fundamentalidea underlyingthis synthesisis very simple.
As we discuss below, there is a precise sense in which Bresnehan's
consistency condition relates firm's conjectures about each other's
responses-and hence the degree of competitionin the productmarket-to
the firms cost functions. Strategic investment models, on the other hand,
provide a frameworkfor making the firm's cost functions endogenous: by
choosing a level of investment, the firm decides which short-run cost
functionit will have. By combiningthe strategicinvestmentframeworkwith
Bresnehan'sconsistency condition, we have a model in which both firm's
cost structuresand the degree of competition in the product market are
endogenously determined. Thus we have a framework in which both a
structuralcharacteristicof the market(firmscosts), and the conductof firms
are endogenouslydetermined.
For a wide range of industrialprocesses economists since Marshallhave
taken the view that it is appropriateto treat the capital stock decision of
firmsas being taken on a differenttime scale to output decisions. Insofaras
it is appropriateto treat capital as a fixed factor and labour as a variable
factor,1it follows that when firmscompete in the productmarketthey treat
their current capital stock as given (output decisions are taken in the long
run, output and employment in the short run). The fact that the capital
stock is thus committed "before"the firmmakes it output decisionsimplies
that the firm can use its investment decision strategically: the firm can
influencethe marketoutcome throughits choice of capital stock.
IT

This paper was awarded the P. W. S. Andrews Memorial Essay Prize for 1985. I would like
to thank the Ulph Brothers for useful discussions on this subject, and the referees for their
comments. Errors remain inescapably mine.
1This can be made a tautology if we treat the capital variable as representing fixed factors in
general-including managerial services and skilled labour for example. Alternatively, investment can be interpreted as R&D expenditure as in Brander and Spencer (1983).
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Several recent papers have explored the implicationsof strategic investment. The structure of these models is relatively simple. There are two

stages, whichcapturethe distinctionbetween the long2and the short-run.In
the first "strategic"stage firms choose their capital stock. In the second
"market"stage a productmarketequilibriumoccursgiven the capitalstocks
chosen in the strategicstage. The capitalstock decisionsin the firststage are
taken strategicallyin the sense that firms take into account the effect that
investmentwill have on the outcome in the market stage. In essence, the
choice of capitalstock determineswhich short-runcost functionthe firmwill
operate on in the market stage. This can also be interpreted as the firm
determiningthe flexibility of production which it will have in the market
stage. Following Marshak and Nelson (1972), Production can be characterised as being more "flexible" the less steep the slope of the marginal cost

function. For a wide class of cost functions more investmentwill lead to a
decline in the slope of the short run marginal cost function at any given
output. An overall equilibriumin the two-stagemodel is a Nash-equilibrium
in capital stocks, since each firm'sprofits can be given as a function of the
capitalstocks chosen in the first stage.
What differentiatesthe models is the assumptionmade about the market
stage, the nature of competition in the product market. Brander and
Spencer (1983) explore the model with a Cournot-Nash market stage,

Dixon (1985) explores the case with a competitive market stage, whilst
Eaton and Grossman (1984) and Yarrow (1985) consider a general
conjecturalvariationsmodel (see also Bulow et al. (1985), and Fudenburg
and Tirole (1984)). In the case of Cournot-Nash or conjecturalvariationsin
the marketstage, the firm'sinvestmentdecision determinesthe (short run)
cost function that the firm will have in the market stage, and hence its

reaction function in output space. Thus in essence the firms's choice of
capital is ipso facto a choice of reaction function. An equilibriumin this
type of strategicinvestment model is a Nash-equilibriumin a game where
firm'sstrategiesare reaction functions. Similarly,in the case of a competitive market stage the firm's investment decision determines its supply
function in the market stage and hence we have a Nash-equilibriumin
supplyfunctions.3
A general (though not universal) property of these models is the
phenomena of factor-bias. The strategic use of capital in the first stage
means that there is an asymmetry between capital and labour. This
asymmetrygenerallyleads to a non-cost minimisingcapital-labourratio. In
essence, production is inefficient in the sense that firms, whilst on their
short-runcost functions, are not on their long-run cost functions. This
strategic inefficiency in production gives rise to a welfare loss.

The existingmodels of strategicinvestmentdiscussedabove have assumed
2This is not the Marshallian long run, since there is no entry.
3This contrasts with other models with Nash equilibria in supply functions-see

Grossman
(1981) and Hart (1982). These models allow for a much wider set of supply functions. The main
point is that the set of admissable supply functions in Dixon (1985) is defined technologically.
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a given degree of competitionin the market stage: it is assumedthat whilst
the investment decision of firms will alter the degree of flexibility of
production, this will have no effect on the nature of competition in the
product market. It has been argued, however, that the nature of competition will be influenced by the degree of flexibility of production. One
particularlyinteresting way of capturing this is to impose a consisteny
condition (as in Bresnehan (1981)) in the market stage with a conjectural
variationmodel. Loosely speaking, a consistency condition can be interpreted as requiringthat firms'conjectures about each others responses equal
the actual responses firms would make (given their conjectures). In the
context or our model, one implication of this is that the more flexible is
production,the more competitivewill consistentconjecturesbe (see Section
1). If firmshave totally inflexibleproduction("vertical"marginalcost) then
the Cournot conjecture is consistent; if firms have perfectly flexible
production ("horizontal" marginal cost) then the Bertrand conjecture is
consistent; for intermediate degrees of flexibility, the conjecture will be
between the Cournot and Bertrandvalues (see, Propositions1-2, and also
Bresnehan(1981 pp. 36-7).
In this paper, we combine the strategic investment framework with
consistency of conjectures in the market stage. The firm's investment
decision will determineits short run cost function, and hence its flexibilityof
production in the market stage. The flexibility of production then determines the nature of competition in the market stage. This enables us to
capture the idea that the firm'sinvestmentdecision will alter the nature of
competitionin the market stage, and that the degree of competitionin the
product market will hance become endogenous in a strategic investment
model.
There are three main resultsin this paper. First, in equilibriumthe degree
of competition will lie between the Bertrandand Cournot values (Proposition 4(b)). Firmswill choose to have an intermediatedegree of flexibilityof
production.This contrastswith Dixon (1986), where with a given degree of
competitionfirmswill prefer to have totally inflexibleproduction.Secondly,
the wage-rentalratio will influence the degree of competition:a very small
wage-rental ratio will lead to Cournot conjectures (see Proposition 4).
Thirdly,we are able to evaluate the result that with consistent conjectures
there will be no inefficiencyin production(Eaton and Grossman(1984 p. 6),
Yarrow (1985, Section 6)). This result is shown to hold only when
conjectures are exogenous and happen to be consistent in equilibrium.
When conjecturesare made endogenouslyconsistent, there will generallybe
factor-bias. In any symmetric equilibrium this factor-bias will lead to
undercapitalisation,a capital-labourratio below the cost minimisinglevel
(Proposition3).
1. Investment, conjectures, and consistency
In this paper we examine a two stage model of strategic investment,
where the second market stage is a conjecturalvariationsequilibrium,as in
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Eaton and Grossman (1984) and Yarrow (1985). However, unlike these
papers, we make the two firms conjecture about each other's output
responses endogenous, by imposing a "consistency"condition. There are
several related notions of "rationality"or "consistency",which originated
out of Hahn's work on conjectural equilibria (1977, 1978)-for example
Bresnehan (1981), Hart (1982), Laitner (1980), Ulph (1983). In the
framework adopted in this paper these differences are unimportant,
althoughour resultsdrawmost on Bresnehan's(1981) work. We restrictour
attentionto a simple conjecturalvariationsmodel where reaction functions
are linear:consistencyhere means that firmsknow the slope of each other's
reactionfunctions.Thus actual and conjecturalresponses are consistent.
In this section we explore the way in which investment influences the
flexibility of production, and how this influences the nature of product
marketcompetitionthroughconsistency.Firmschoose outputsxi, and have
linearconjecturesabout how the other firmwill respondto changes in their
own output. Furthermore,this conjecture does not depend on where firms
are in the strategyspace: that is, from whateveroutput firmsstart at, their
conjecturesabout each other's responses are unaffected. Because of these
two features-linearity and independenceof initial position-firms' conjectures can be expressedas a scalar 4i, which equals firmi's conjectureabout
j's proportionalresponse to change in xi, i's belief about dxj/dxi. If (pi= 0,
i 1,2, we have the Cournotmodel. If 4i > 0 we obtain a "collusive"model
where firms tend to follow each other. If 4i = - 1 and there is a
homogeneous product, then we have the competitive or Bertrand model,
since firmi believes any change in its own output will be exactly offset by a
changein the other firm'soutput, so that the price is unaffected.The more
negative firm i's conjecture, the more accommodatingit believes the other
firm to be, in the sense that firmj will reduce its output in response to an
increase i's output. Given firms' conjectures about each other, we can
derive their reaction functions in output space, which give their actual
responses.The consistencycondition requiresthat at the equilibriumvector
of outputs, the conjectured response equals the slope of the reaction
function.
There are several conceptual and technicalproblemswith the concept of
consistency.On the technicallevel, there are no general resultsabout either
existence or uniqueness of consistent conjectures. Furthermore,the equilibrium may not be easy to characterise (see Ulph (1983)). On the
conceptuallevel, the conjecturalvariationsmodel only allows firmsto have
a very specifictype of conjecture:surely we would like to allow for firmsto
have much more general conjecture (non-linear conjectures, conjectures
which allow for initial position). However, if we allow for a more general
class of conjectures, the power of the consistency condition is greatly
weakened: as Laitner (1980) shows, a continuumof consistent conjectural
equilibriawill exist (see also Boyer and Moreaux (1983)). Furthermore,it
can be very reasonablyarguedthat the conjecturalvariationsmodel tries to
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capture in a static model what is really a dynamic problem of firms
responses to each other over time. The best way to concieve of a consitent
conjecturalequilibriumis within a frameworkof instantaneousresponses,
where firms can respond immediately to changes in each other's output.
This paper does not aim to answer or solve these issues. Rather, we make
assumptions about industry demand and firms cost that overcome the
technicalproblems, and partlyalleviate the conceptualissues.
There are two firms (the results obviously generalise) i = 1,2, which
choose outputs xi > 0. They produce a homogeneous product, and there is
linear demand.
Al: IndustryDemand:
p =pO -

Xi
i=1

There are two factorsof production,capitaland labour. Capitalis treated as
fixed when output is chosen, but labour is freely varied.
A2: Technology

Xi= k9.5 - L9.5
Letting wages be the numeraire,r the rental-wageratio, the firm'sshort run
cost function under Al is given by:
c(xi, ki) = r ki +xi/ki
ac 2

(1.1)

Si =t2xi
(1. la)
Thus firms have quadraticcosts functions, and linear marginalcost, the
slope of which is inversely related to investment. In this way the flexibility
of the firmsproductionis determinedby the level of its investment.We use
the term "flexibility"in the technical sense employed in the literatureon
competitivemarketsunder uncertainty(Stigler (1939), Marshakand Nelson
(1972), Mills (1984)). With quadraticcosts, the output response of a firmto
a change in price will be greaterthe less steep its marginalcost function is.
This sensitivityof output to price is interpretedas flexibility,and defined as
In terms of the Marchak-Nelson definition from (1.1)
y = (32c/IxS-1.
more capital leads to greater flexibility of production (y = ki/2), since the
marginalcosts function becomes flatter. In essence, higher investmentleads
to a shift from variableto fixed costs in the market stage, and low variable
costs lead to flexible production.
Given firms investment k and conjectures about each other's responses
'P= (01, 02) we can derive the firm's reaction function in output space.
Under A1-2 the firm'sprofitsare:
fli = Xi * (p0 - Xi - xj) - rki

-xilki

To derive the firm's reaction function in output space, treating capital as
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fixed, we set 3Ji1/xi = 0, yielding:
xi = ri(xj,ki, 'i) =2 + i +
2 2?ki

(1.2)

where i, j = 1,2, i #j. The reaction function is linear in xj, with slope:
-1
dri
2?+
i+?2(ki
dxj

(1.3)

The consistency condition requires that the actual responses equal
the conjecturalresponses, 4i = drjldxi, which under A1-2 yields the two
equations:
0i(2?+j+?2/k1)+1=0

ij=1,2,

i j

(1.4)

Under A1-2, firms have linear reaction functions, and the consistency
condition seems particularlyappropriate. Although consistency only requiresthe conjectureto equal the slope of the reaction function at a point,
with linear reaction functions this is equivalent to each firm knowing the
whole of the other firm's reaction function. Also, since the reaction
functionsare linear, we don't need to solve for the equilibriumoutputs to
solve for consistentconjectures,as is clear from (1.4). By convention,we let
0i = 0 wheneverkj = 0.
What is the relationshipbetween consistent conjectures and the capital
stocksk? From (1.4) it is clear that consistencyimplies that 4i < 0 whenever
k>>0. In addition to (1.4) we have the second order conditions for the
reactionfunction:
q~i> -(1 + 11ki)

i = 1, 2

(1.5)

Equations(1.4) and (1.5) define uniquelythe consistentconjectures:
Proposition1: Let k >>0. There exist unique consistentconjectures
pi e(-l,O)

i=1,2

(all proofs are in the appendix.)
Thus, for k>> 0, the consistent conjectures are between the Bertrand
value -1 and the Cournot value 0.4 Let the implicit function defined by
(1.4) be c: [0, oo)2 (-1, 0]2 where:
i4='4>(k)
(1.6)
Total differentiationof (1.4) yields the response of conjecturesto changesin
Consistencyimplies non-positive conjectureswithin the context of perfect information.
Hviid and Ireland (1986) show that allowing for imperfect informationmay yield positive
consistentconjectures.
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k. Differentiatingwith respect to ki, using (1.3):
02
tLP

'2l[d'P1/dkl]

L01

'J

The determinant is A, =

k2

[o/k

12

_

(1.7)

J

[o

q51'2 -

dkl =

(0102)f1 < 0, since pi e (-1, 0). Hence:

(1.8a)

'*1'2k20

d'P 1

dO2_

dkl

2
1 022_<o
.-

AO 'P1k2

0(1.8b)

and similarlyfor d'Pi/dk2.
Hence, an increase in k1 leads to both firms' consistent conjectures
becoming more negative, more accommodating.Under consistency 'P1=
dr2/dx1:so that (1.8a) implies that the increase in k1 leads to the slope of
firm 2's reaction function becoming more negative, and (1.8b) implies that
its own reaction function becomes more negatively sloped. This will
subsequentlyprove very important:with consistent conjectures,each firm's
reaction function is determinedby both firms capital stocks. As either firm
invests more, the market will become more competitive since firmswill be
encouragedto expand their own output as the other firm'sreactionfunction
become more accommodating.Consider sequences {cn} where Ln>>0 and
the corresponding sequences {'P) } where
>
Proposition 2: (a) If kn ??

(b) If kn-0

then

'Pn =def

O-in

then 3-O
)in

'P(kn):

-1

i = 1 2.

Proposition 2 tells us that as both firms' production become perfectly
flexible (kn oo> ), then consistentconjecturestend to the Bertrandvalue: as
both firms' production become perfectly inflexible, the consistent conjectures become Cournot.
In this section we have examinedthe relationshipbetween investmentand
the flexibilityof production, and the relationshipbetween the flexibilityof
production and consistent conjectures. The more each firm invests in
capital, the greater is its flexibilityof production,and the more competitive
the consistent conjecture of both firms become. This relationshipimplies
that firms can manipulatethe degree of competition in the product market
throughtheir investmentdecisions.
2. Strategicinvestment with consistent conjectures
In this section we explore the full two-stage strategic investment model
when firmstake into account the effect of their investmentdecisions on the
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degree of competitionin the market stage. As a first step, we will consider
the firm'soutput decision in the marketstage given conjectures4 e (-1, 012
and k : 0, withoutimposingconsistency 4)= ? (k). Firmschoose outputs to
maximise profits given 4 and k. This yields the firms'reaction functionsin
output space, 1.2). Given the two firms'reactionfunctions,we can solve for
the equilibriumoutputs. Whilst 1.2) can be solved explicitly,we shall write
the solution outputs as general functionsof 4 and k:
xi = Ri(0,L)

i =1, 2

(2.1)

We can totally differentiate 2.1) to discover the response of the
equilibriumoutputs in the marketstage to changesin k and 4). Defining the
determinantA = (2 + q51+ 2/k1)(2 + 02 + 2/k2) - 1 > 0, this yields:
SR1 12x1 /
Sk=Ak'
(2+02+k

>0

SR2= -12x1<(
3k1 A k2
and similarly3R2/5k2> 0>>R11/k2.
3R2I3k, =
3R1/3k,

(2.2)
(2.3)

Note that:
-1

(2.4)

2+ 402+ 2w/k2

The RHS of (2.4) is the slope of firm 2's reaction function: the LHS the
ratio of the change in x1 to the change in x2 caused by the shift in firm l's
reaction function resultingfrom the increase in kV.Intuitivelyequality 2.4
must hold since varying k1 merely shifts firm l's) reaction function, whilst
firm 2's reaction function is unaffected. Hence the change in both firms'
output in the market stage is simply a move along firm2's reactionfunction
as in Fig. 1. Note also that the increase in firm l's output as it increases
investment exceeds the reduction in firm 2's output, so that total industry
output increases.
How does the equilibrium output vary with 4) given k? Again, total
differentiationof equations (1.2) with respect to 0 yields:
3R1 -1

*(2+02 + 2 <

SR2 X1 >0

(2.5)
(2.6)

> 0 > SR2/IS42.
and similarly3R11/(342
Thus as firm 1 conjectures that firm 2's output response becomes less
accommodating(01 increases), its own reaction function shifts to the left,
again as in Fig. 1, so that:
SR2IS)1
SR1IS4l

-1(2.8)
2 + 02 + 2/k2
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FIG. 1. Output responses to investment by firm 1 with exogenous conjectures

since firm2's reaction function is unaffectedby changes in 01. Note that as
01 increases, and firm 2 is believed to be less competitive, total industry
outputfalls.
We have up to now examinedwhat happensto the equilibriumoutputs in
the market stage as 0 and k vary. We have not imposed consistency
0 = +(k) as in 1.6). Eaton and Grossman (1984) and Yarrow (1985)
consider a strategic investment model where firms choose k, but treat the
nature of competition in the product market as exogenous. To briefly
outline this type of model, firms'payoffs can be written as a function zi of
capital stocks chosen; given 4:
arri(k)= Ri(o, k) [P-

Rj(2

k) - rki

-

R(28, k)2

(28)

Firmsthen choose their capitalstocks ki, and we assumea Nash-equilibrium
occurs, which seems reasonablegiven that capitalexpendituresare irreversible. In essence, this is a model where firms choose their output reactionfunctions through teir choice of ki. The resultant equilibriumcan thus be
seen as a Nash-equilibriumin reaction functions. A necessarycondition for
equilibriumis that firms are in their reaction functions. Setting 3nr/3ki = 0
we have:
,=

X1* ,Rk

[1-(

R2/Sk]

(2.9)

where 3c/3k1 is the partial derivative of the cost function c(x1, k1) with
respect to k1, from A2. Turningfirstto the LHS of (2.9), if ScISk1= 0 then
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the capital stock minimises the cost of producingx1. If Sc13k1<0, then
there is undercapitalisation,too little capitalthen that which minimisescost,
the technology being too labour-intensive.If ScISk1> 0, then we have
overcapitalisation,with more capital than mimimisesthe cost of producing
x1. Turningto the RHS of (2.9), if we consider the term in brackets, we
have the differencebetween the firm l's conjectureabout the firm2's output
response 01, and the actual response of firm2 (recall that (MR2I3k1)I(MRl1
3k1) is the slope of firm 2's reactionfunction, (2.7)). Thus we obtain Eaton
and Grossman'sresult that if the conjectureis greater (less) than the actual
response, there will be a factor bias of overcapitalisation(undercapitalisation) (Eaton and Grossman, (1984) Proposition 2.1). If the actual and
conjecturedresponsesare equal, however, then there will be no factor bias,
and the technologywill be efficient.
For example, if firmshave Cournotconjectures(4i = 0) as in Branderand
Spencer (1983), then there will be over-capitalisationunder A1-2. To take
the other extreme, where firms have Bertrand conjectures as in Dixon
(1985), then there will be under-capitalisation.If there is a factor bias of
under-or over-capitalisation,then this will lead to a welfare loss relative to
the social optimum. If we adopt the consumersurplusapproach,then there
will be two sources of welfare loss. The first will be the standard"welfare
triangle" due to output being restricted below the perfectly competitive
level. The second will be due to average costs being above their minimum
level, whichfollows from the factor bias. In Dixon (1985), it is shown that in
the case where the marketstage is competitive,the lost surplusdue to factor
bias can exceed the surpluslost due to the restrictionof output.
Eaton and Grossman's conclusion (1984 p. 6-7) is that if the product
market is a consistent conjecturalequilibrium,then there will be no factor
bias. This result, however, is derived only for an exogenously given
conjecture which happens to be consistent for the values of k the firms
choose in equilibrium. If 4 happen to be consistent for a particular
(equilibrium)k, then they will certainlybe inconsistentfor all other k, since
the slopes of the firm'sreactionfunctionswill be different.If we believe that
consistencyof conjecturesis a desirable property, then surely we ought to
impose consistencyon the firm'sconjecturesover the whole strategyspace,
for all k. Unless we impose 4 = +(k), then it is very unlikely that
exogenouslygiven conjectureswill happen to be consistentat any particular
(equilibrium)k.
Indeed, strategic investment models with inconsistent conjectures are
ratherunsatisfactory.If 01 = drj/dxi, then it is difficultto give a convincing
accountof the firm'sdecision makingin the two stages of the model. In the
strategic stage, when the firm chooses its capital stock, it knows the true
structureof the market-its own reactionfunctionand the reactionfunction
of the other firm. Thus when the investment decision is made, the firm is
assumed to know the actual slope of the other firms's reaction function.
However, when it enters the market stage, the firm chooses its own output
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accordingto its exogenously given (and almost certainlyincorrect) conjecture about the slope of the other firm's reaction function. Thus in passing
from the strategicto the market stage, a veil of ignoranceseems to descend
on the firm, since it loses its former knowledge of the other firm'sreaction
function. In essence, there is a conflict between the assumptionof perfect
foresightwhich the firm possess in the strategicstage, and inconsistencyof
conjectures in the market stage. If firms are going to have "rational"
expectationsin the strategic stage, then surely the conjectures should also
be consistentin the marketstage.
When we impose the consistency condition on conjectures, so that
0= 0(k), then the outputs given k are:
Xi(k) =defRi(o(k),

k)

(2.11)

When firmi varies its capital stock ki, it shifts the reactionfunctionsof both
firms. Since the conjectures of both firms become more competitive as k
increases(1.8), both firmsreactionfunctionswill move out as in Fig. 2. This
makes the overall effect of an increase in k1 on x1 ambiguous:
dx,

3R, d41

dk1 Sp1 dk1

SRRd4)2+SR
342 dk1

(2.12)

Ak1

Since the analysisis rathercomplex, it is useful if we break the overall effect
X2X

Xi
FIG. 2. Output responses to investment by firm 1 with consistent conjectures
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into two parts, the first being the effect of k1 on x1 holding O2 constant:
dx&1

3R1d4d1 3?R,

dk0

341

02

+

dk1

1

(2.12)

2x1[ 0201-A1>?
.

=_

kL

01

Similarly,
dX2

(+)( -)MRAdO) 3R2

1

2xA

AO] <?
Ads ' k~~~~~~2
k, [010241)-~P
AAO

Skl
dkl'P2102
001 dkl
dk1 +A31
-34)i
dk1

(2.13)
~

In calculatingdxi/dk1l42 we are only taking into account the effects of
dk1 in shiftingfirm l's reaction function: by holding 42 constant, we are in
effect holding firm 2's reaction function constant. Thus, in terms of Fig. 2,
we are consideringthe move along firm 2's reaction function from point A
to B. The crucialpoint is that since we are moving along firm 2's reaction
function:
=

dxld1
dxlldk1

(2.15)

(P

'P2

If we hold 02 constant, then, the change in 4)1caused by k1 shifts firm l's
reaction function further out, enhancingthe effect with exogenous conjectures (see 2.12).
However, the effect of increasingk1 is to make firm 2's conjecture 02
more competitive, shifting out firm 2's reactionfunction. This mitigatesthe
expansionaryeffect, and the overall effect on xi seems to be ambiguous
(although a negative sign seems unlikely, we haven't been able to rule it
out).
dxl
dkl

--1

dxl | + 3R,
d l
dx1
- d4)1
dkl '02 302 dkl

(2.15)

(+)(-)

(+)
1

?

k202

A

+

In the symmetric case where k1= k2, x1 =

x2=

(2.16)

1*X21

x, 01

= 02=

4 clearly

dxlldkl > 0.

Turningto the overall effect of k1 on x2 when we take into account the
change in 42 we have:
(-)
dX2 =dX2
dkl

dkl

Again, the conjecturaleffect via

42

'02

(-) (-)
+ SR2 d4)2
dk1
302

(2.17)

works in the opposite direction to the
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other effects, and may reverse them. However, in the symmetriccase we
have dxj/dki< 0.
Having related firms' output to investment under consistent conjectures
(2.11), we now turn to the firm'sstrategicinvestmentdecision. The payoff
functionis:
Ui)

2

= x(

)

Xi(&)2_k

(2.18)

Setting 3Ui/3ki = 0, we obtain:
,

=

43,

X1 dxi F01 dxlldk1
dk1L- dx2/dk2J

(2.19)

If we consider the RHS bracket, this is the difference between the actual
output response in market stage (since pi are consistent), and the tradeoff
between x1 and x2 which the firm in effect faces in the strategicstage. As is
clear from Fig. 2, since an increase in k1 makes both conjecture more
competitive and shifts both reaction functions out, the trade off the firm
faces in the market stage must be less negative than the slope of the other
firm's reaction function (the slope A-B is more negative than the slope
A-C). Combining2.14), 2.15) and 2.16) we have:
dx2ldk1

dx2ldk1

(2.20)

dx1/dk1 dlxl/dkl c2
(A-C)
(A-B)
Hence the RHs bracket of (2.19) must always be negative with
endogenously consistent conjectures, in contrast to the zero value with
exogenously consistent conjectures as in Eaton and Grossman (1984).
Whetherthis will give rise to under or overcapitalisationwill depend on the
sign of dx1/dkl:
0k>? if d- <0
3ki ~
dkl
-<

Ski

0 if

(overcapitalisation)

l > 0 (undercapitalisation)

dkl

Efficiencywill only occur iff dxl/dk1 = 0. In the symmetriccase, dx1/dkl > 0,
so that we obtain undercapitalisation.To summarisethis:
Proposition 3: Suppose an equilibriumk* exists in the strategic investment model. There will be undercapitalisationif output responds positively to investment. In a symmetric equilibrium there will be
undercapitalisation.
Although we have not been able to rule it out, the case of overcapitalisation
seems a ratherunlikely curiosity.
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We have not establishedwhether or not an equilibriumexists: equation
(2.19) is merely a necessary condition for firms to be on their reaction
functions in the strategic stage. Even under such simple assumptions as
A1-2, making conjectures consistent leads to a very complex relation
between capitals k and outputs x. Ui may well not be concave in ki.
However, Proposition3 at least provides a counter example to Eaton and
Grossman'sresult, and shows how it depends cruciallyon conjecturesbeing
exogenous.
Because it is not possible to formulateuseful conditionsfor the existence
and uniquenessof equilibriain this model, we cannot perform meaningful
comparativestatics on the model using the equilibriumconditions (2.19).
However, we can use more general analysisto characterisethe propertiesof
any equilibriathat exist. We close this section with an analysisof the impact
of the rental-wageratio r on equilibriumconjectures. As r increases, the
cost of capital becomes expensive relative to labour. Intuitively, as r
becomes very expensive, this will lead eventually to small levels of
investment,which implies conjecturesclose to the cournot value.
Proposition 4: Consider the strategic investment model [R+, Ui: i=
1. n].
(a) If r 3 (p0/2)2, there exists a unique equilibrium where 4* = k* = 0.
(b) if r < (p0/2)2, then for any equilibrium that exists where k*>>0,

conjectures are between the Cournot and Bertrand values 4* E
1, 0).

Thus relative prices in the factor market eventualy have an influence on
the degree of competition in the product market. The basic point to
remember is that changes in r have no direct influence on the consistent
conjectures, which are determined only by the level of investment by the
two firms (this stems from the fact that marginalcost in the market stage is
unaffectedby r, since capital is a fixed cost). The level of r will, however,
influencethe degree of investmentin the industryin equilibrium.
An immediate implication of this analysis is that in the strategic
investment framework, with a technology that has a strictly increasing
smooth relationshipbetween the labour input and output given capital, the
assumptionof either Cournot or Bertrandcompetitionare too extreme. Of
course, if the technologywere Leontief in the marketstage, then the choice
of capitalwould tie down the capacity(i.e. maximumoutput) of the firm in
the market stage, and hence lead to inflexible production (a "vertical"
marginalcost at capacity). In this case the equilibriumconsistent conjectures would be Cournot (out of equilibriumthe analysis is more complex,
depending on whether the capacity constraint binds). In order to have a
Leontief technology in the market stage, we need not assume that the
underlying technology is Leontief: it would suffice to have a putty-clay
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technology, where the capital-labour ratio is freely chosen with the
investmentdecision in the strategicstage, but becomes fixed in the market
stage. At the other extreme, if capital and labour are perfect substitutesin
production, and cost the same (r = 1), then marginalcost is "horizontal"
and output is perfectlyflexible whateverthe level of investment.In this case
the equilibriumconjecturesare Bertrand.
In the frameworkpresented, firmsare only able to influencethe flexibility
of productionthroughtheir investment decision. It is possible to widen the
firm's choice, for example, by allowing the firm to choose whether to
precommitone or both inputs in the strategic stage (as in Dixon (1986)).
Alternatively,the firm could choose the type of technology to influencethe
flexibilityof productionin the market stage. We leave these possibilitiesfor
future research.
Conclusion
This paper explores a model of strategic investment with consistent
conjectures.This is a model in which the firm'scost structureand the nature
of competitionin the productmarket are endogenous. Thus aspects of both
the industrystructure(in this case costs) and conduct are determined. Two
basic insights are explored. Firstly, that the nature of product market
competitiondepends on the flexibilityof firms'production.This is captured
by imposinga consistencycondition on conjectures.Secondly, the idea that
firms can influence the flexibility of production, as in strategic investment
models where firms choose their short run cost function through their
investmentdecision. The model combinesthese two ideas, so that firmstake
into account the impact of their investmentdecisions on competition in the
productmarket.
There are three main results in this paper. First, in equilibrium, the
degree of competition will lie between the Bertrand and Cournot values.
Secondly, there will generally be a factor bias, with undercapitalisationin
any symmetric equilibrium. Thirdly, the degree of competition is ultimately sensitive to the wage-rentalratio. As capital becomes very expensive,
equilibriumconjecturesconverge to the Cournotvalue.
The relationshipsexplored in this paper are ultimatelyvery complex. In
order to understandcomplex phenomenon it is often necessaryto construct
simple models. This paper is no exception to this tendency. Even a slight
relaxationof the A1-2 would make the model intractableand ambiguous.
Thus the model should certainlybe interpretedas an example ratherthan a
general theory. However, it is hoped that the example is stimulating,and
providesa useful first step.
BirkbeckCollege, London
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APPENDIX: PROOFS

The proofs are brieflysketched.
Proposition1: For an explicit solution to the quadraticsystem, see Bresnehan(1981, pp.
994-5). We give an alternativeand more intuitiveproof. We demonstratethat: (a) there is a
uniquesolutionto 1.4) and 1.5) such that q)i E (-1, 0) i = 1, 2; (b) there are no solutionswith
Pi< -1.

(a) There exists a uniquesolution
'P1 E [-(1

) E (-1, 0)2.

If 02

E (-1,

+ 2/k2)-1, -(2 + 2/k2)-']

0)

then from 1.4)

=def C1

Similiarlyif 01 E (-1, 0) then:
0P2E [-(1

+ 2/kl)

1, -(2 + 2/kl)-1] =def C2

Any consistentconjecturesin (-1, 0)2 most lie in the subset C = C1x C2. Expressingboth
consistencyconditions1.4) so that 01 is a functionof 0)2, we have:
01 = Z1(02)= -(2 +
'01 = Z2(()2)

= -1/402

02 + 2/k2)-l
-

2(1 + 1/k1)

If conjectures are consitent, then 01 =4Z('P2) i = 1, 2. Restrictingourselves to
considerZ: C2 - [-1, 0], where Z('02) =defZl - Z2.
Z(0)2) = -(2 + 02 + 2/k2) 1 + 1/02 + 2(1 + 1/k1)

02 E C2,

Z( - (2 + 2/kl)) < 0 < Z( - (1 + 2/kl))

Since Z is continuousand strictlydecreasing,there exists a unique 4' in the interiorof C2
such that Z = 0, so that q5'= Zi(o'). Hence (O', 5') are uniqueconsistentconjecturesin C.
(b) To see that no other consistent conjectures exist, note that Z is strictly decreasing
wheneverthe second order conditionis satisfied.
< 0 for all k >>0, and from (1.4):
Proposition2: -1 < qPi(&)
,pi > -1/(1 + 2/kjn)
-1
1+2/k2

_-I

________________

q5a

-1
2+2/k2

0

-1

____

_______

2?2/k,

1?/k

01=z

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~-

C,

FIG.

3. Illustrationof Proposition1

0
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Hence
Liminf fin > Lim l
kin--)"+Oo1
Since Limsup 0 jn

< -1,

it follows that Lim

on

+ 1j =-1
-1

QED

Proposition 4:

(a) Minimumaveragecost is 2 *Vr. If \/r 3 p0/2 then firmsearn negativeprofitswhenever
k, > 0.

(b) If \/r < p0/2, then 0 cannot be an equilibrium,since either firm can produce a small
output efficiently and earn strictly positive profits, hence in any symmetricequilibrium
pi <0. To obtain a lower bound on 4i, we define an upper bound on ki. A necessary
condition for Ui(i)mj 0 is that p - xi 2 Vr. Since with symmetryproductionis undercapitalised,xi ki V/r.Hence ki S (pI/N/r)- 2, ensuring4i < -1.
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